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with the associated reduction in fuel expenditures (Espey and Nair 2005) . 2 If the two are equal, when evaluated at chosen vehicle bundles, the null hypothesis that consumers rationally value fuel economy cannot be rejected. The advantage of this approach is that it does not require data on market shares; however, because estimates often rely on cross-sectional variation in vehicle characteristics, multicollinearity can make it difficult to obtain precise estimates of the marginal price of fuel economy, and omitted variable bias is a concern.
The hypothesis that consumers accurately value fuel economy has also been tested using data on used car prices. Because the used car market is competitive, the prices of used cars should adjust to reflect changes in the price of gasoline (Li et al. 2009 ). 3 Indeed, if consumers correctly value fuel economy, prices should adjust fully to reflect the change in the present value of fuel expenditures (Sallee et al. 2010 ). This can be tested by examining variation in car and gasoline prices while holding vehicle characteristics fixed.
A third approach, used by Allcott and Wozny (2010) , is to examine how consumers trade off the present value of fuel expenditures against purchase price, holding other vehicle characteristics constant. This requires identifying the parameters of consumers' utility functions.
Recognizing that both the demand and supply of new vehicles respond to gasoline prices, Allcott and Wozny use expected vehicle operating cost at the time when the vehicle was new to instrument for the quantity of used vehicles available on the market.
Unfortunately, approaches that have been used in the United States to examine how consumers value fuel economy are difficult to apply in India because of a lack of data (e.g., on used car prices) and insufficient variation in the price of fuel over time. In this paper, we take a simpler hedonic price approach to examine how Indian car buyers value fuel economy.
Our Approach
We test the hypothesis that consumers accurately value fuel economy by computing the marginal price that consumers face for an improvement in fuel economy and comparing this to the present value of associated fuel savings. For each of four vehicle types (petrol hatchbacks, diesel hatchbacks, petrol sedans, and diesel sedans), we estimate hedonic price functions treating fuel economy as one of several performance characteristics. To account for the possible correlation between fuel economy and unobserved vehicle characteristics, we instrument for the fuel economy of, for example, petrol hatchbacks of a given make using the average fuel economy of petrol sedans of the same make. We use these estimates to compute a 95 percent confidence interval for the marginal price of fuel economy and ask whether the present value of fuel savings falls within this interval.
Based on these results, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the mean consumer equates the marginal price of fuel economy to the present value of fuel savings in the markets for petrol hatchbacks or petrol sedans. In the markets for diesel hatchbacks and diesel sedans, however, we reject the null hypothesis for at least some specifications in all years. In these markets, we find evidence that consumers are paying more for fuel economy than the present value of fuel savings.
We also examine the trade-offs faced by buyers of twins, models that are available in both petrol and diesel form. Diesel versions are generally more expensive than their petrol twins, Does this mean that buyers of petrol twins undervalue fuel economy? Petrol car buyers drive fewer kilometers than buyers of diesel cars, but the fuel savings from buying a diesel twin still outweigh the additional purchase price. Petrol hatchback owners could have saved 23 percent of the purchase price of their chosen vehicle by buying a diesel; petrol sedan owners could have saved 15 percent. Diesel cars, however, differ from their petrol twins in other performance characteristics: they are generally heavier and less powerful. It is possible that petrol car buyers accurately value fuel economy but are willing to forgo potential savings to buy a more powerful car. In fact, the fuel savings forgone are a lower bound to the value rational petrol car buyers place on these differences in characteristics as the savings they give up by buying the petrol twin.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents stylized facts about the Indian vehicle market. Section 3 presents our hedonic analysis, and Section 4 compares the cost and fuel economy of petrol and diesel twins. Section 5 concludes. Approximately 85 percent of hatchbacks and 75 percent of sedans ran on petrol, whereas virtually all SUVs ran on diesel (only 3 percent used petrol). Because we examine the petrol/diesel fuel choice, the remainder of the paper focuses on hatchbacks and sedans. (Klier and Linn 2009; Li et al. 2009; Sallee et al. 2010) . In India, fuel prices remained almost flat. The gap between petrol and diesel prices does, however, provide variation in the value of fuel economy between fuel types. As Figure 4 Tables 1 and 2 describe the characteristics of petrol and diesel hatchbacks and sedans. How do diesel and petrol cars compare in terms of fuel economy and other performance characteristics? Diesel hatchbacks are heavier and less powerful than petrol hatchbacks (see Table 1 ) but have better fuel economy in city driving. 9 The fact that diesel hatchbacks weigh more reflects their larger engine size: no diesel hatchbacks are produced with engines smaller than 1,250 cubic centimeters, which is larger than the mean petrol hatchback engine. On average, diesel hatchbacks have more torque than petrol hatchbacks, but their ratio of torque to weight is lower. Diesel hatchbacks have about 1 kilometer-per-liter (kpl) greater fuel economy than petrol hatchbacks (sales weighted). The difference in fuel economy is much greater between diesel and petrol sedans: diesel sedans have about 2.7 kpl greater fuel economy than petrol sedans. Diesel 6 Diesel fuel in India is priced below petrol because of its uses in the agricultural sector. The gap between the two fuel prices has remained constant in percentage terms since around 2002, but the historic percentage gap is even greater. 7 The vehicle characteristics in Table 1 are the same as those in Table 2 , but have been aggregated to the model level and then weighted by market share. Because our market share data cover the period 2002 to 2006, all averages in Table 1 pertain to that period. 8 Vehicle price and characteristics data come from AutoCar India, an Indian car industry magazine, and Segment Y, a private market research firm. Additional data on body type classification and fuel type come from Carwale, a website that provides information for car buyers (www.Carwale.com). All market share data come from the 2002-2006 waves of the J.D. Power Asia Pacific's APEAL study, an annual survey of more than 5,500 new car buyers in India. 9 We use city fuel economy rather than highway fuel economy throughout the paper. Data on fuel economy reported by respondents in the APEAL survey correlate much better with city fuel economy than highway fuel economy, as reported in AutoCar India. A regression through the origin of buyers' estimates of fuel economy on published estimates of city fuel economy yields a coefficient of 0.83 (s.e. = 0.0087); when highway fuel economy is added to the equation, the coefficient on city fuel economy equals 1.00 (s.e. = 0.10) and the coefficient on highway fuel economy is 0.12 (s.e. = 0.078).
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sedans have a horsepower-to-weight ratio that is only 70 percent of that of a petrol sedan, but have 15 percent more torque and a 5 percent higher torque-to-weight ratio. 
Hedonic Price Approach
The hedonic approach to evaluating how buyers value fuel economy asks whether consumers equate the marginal cost of buying a more fuel-efficient vehicle to the present value of fuel savings. Such a comparison tests the null hypothesis that new car buyers are willing to pay an extra rupee in purchase price to decrease the present value of fuel costs by a rupee.
Formally, new car buyers face a function that describes vehicle price (P) as a function of fuel economy (kpl) and other vehicle characteristics (Z), such as weight, horsepower, and type of transmission (automatic or manual). We assume quasilinear preferences over consumption of an outside good (x) and vehicle subutility (u), which depends on Z and monthly driving distance (K), but not directly on fuel economy. Each buyer chooses the (Z,K,kpl) bundle that maximizes his utility (U) 10 The EPA car category is comparable to our hatchbacks and sedans, as it excludes SUVs, wagons, vans, and pickup trucks. 11 The figures for the United States are the adjusted city miles per gallon as reported in EPA (2008, 12 When a fuel economy technical frontier model estimated using Indian data is used to predict the fuel economy of an average U.S. car, predicted fuel economy is less than 16 miles per gallon (Chugh et al. 2010 ).
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If the buyer is sufficiently forward looking, he considers the impact of kpl on the present value of fuel costs over the life of the vehicle, and thus faces the budget constraint
In equation (2), y is wealth, T is the life of the vehicle, r is the buyer's discount rate, and p f (t) the (expected) price of fuel in year t. The first-order conditions for this problem imply that, at the chosen level of fuel economy, the marginal cost of an additional unit of fuel economy must equal the resulting reduction in fuel costs
To test whether this condition is satisfied, we estimate hedonic price functions facing consumers in four vehicle markets-petrol hatchbacks, diesel hatchbacks, petrol sedans, and diesel sedans-and compute the 95 percent confidence intervals for the cost of a 1 kpl increase in fuel economy, evaluated at the sales-weighted mean (Z,kpl) vector for each vehicle type. We compute the associated reduction in fuel costs over the life of the vehicle using the salesweighted mean monthly driving distance in each market.
Because we focus on sales-weighted mean vehicle characteristics and driving distance, ours is a test of whether car buyers choose fuel economy optimally, on average. Note also that equation (2) treats the new car buyer as the sole owner of the vehicle. Our null hypothesis thus assumes that both the new and used car markets operate efficiently. An alternative would be to evaluate the rationality of new car buyers, conditional on prices in the used car market. Data on the used car market in India are, however, not readily available.
Estimation of the Hedonic Price Function
The problems involved in estimating the marginal price of fuel economy using hedonic We estimate the log of vehicle price as a function of subsets of vehicle characteristics described in Table 3 log ∑ 1 γ 2
For ease of interpretation, we present results that are based on the linear (γ i = 0) version of equation (4); additional results are presented in the appendix. 13 The vehicle characteristics that are most highly correlated with fuel economy, but which are valued in their own right, are vehicle weight and engine performance. Engine performance is usually measured by torque (or horsepower) and by engine size. 14 Horsepower (or torque)
relative to vehicle weight determines how much "pickup" a car has (e.g., how well it accelerates). We use a combination of engine size, torque, and the ratio of horsepower to weight to measure performance. We also control for a vehicle's luxury and safety features and whether it has an automatic transmission. The data used to estimate hedonic price functions (summarized in Table 2 ) include all versions available in each market over the period 2002-2008, unweighted by sales.
We separate the market into sedans and hatchbacks as vehicles of very different sizes and price ranges are unlikely to be close substitutes. We also segment the market according to fuel type as the marginal price of fuel economy is likely to differ by fuel type as a result of the dieselpetrol price differential. Wald tests allow us to reject the null hypothesis that these market segments should be combined.
We instrument for fuel economy because gains in fuel economy are often achieved by sacrifices in weight, horsepower, and other desirable characteristics. Although we control for 13 Results are robust to the inclusion of higher-order terms for all vehicle categories except petrol sedans. For these vehicles, use of our instrument means that instrumental variable (IV) estimates are based on only 216 observations compared to 411 for OLS. OLS results, however, are robust to the inclusion of higher-order terms for all vehicle categories. 14 Holding engine speed constant, horsepower is a multiple of torque.
observable characteristics in our model, failure to account for correlation between higher fuel economy and unobservable attributes may bias our fuel economy coefficients downward. We instrument for the fuel economy of petrol hatchbacks of a given make using the average fuel economy of petrol sedans of the same make. We instrument for the fuel economy for each petrol sedan of a given make using the average fuel economy of petrol hatchbacks of the same make.
Instruments for diesel vehicles are constructed analogously. 15 Our instrument reflects the fuel economy technology available to manufacturers at the time of vehicle design. Sedan fuel economy should be correlated with hatchback fuel economy, but not with unmeasured hatchback design characteristics, provided manufacturers' design decisions are made separately for each vehicle segment.
Hedonic Price Function Results
Instrumental variable (IV) estimates of hedonic price functions for each market segment are presented in Tables 4-7 . 16 The models fit well ( What is the marginal cost to consumers of buying a car with greater fuel economy? Table   8 summarizes the coefficients of fuel economy from Tables 4-7 Table 8 suggest that the cost of fuel economy ranges from 3 to 10 percent of vehicle price. As expected, this is higher than the marginal cost in the OLS models, suggesting that fuel economy is negatively correlated with desirable, but 15 Thus, the 2002 Fiat petrol hatchbacks, the Palio (which comes in 11 versions) and the Uno (which comes in 2 versions), all have the same value of the instrument, which is constructed as the average fuel economy of all 7 versions of the 2002 Fiat petrol sedan (the Siena). The 2002 Fiat Sienas (all 7 versions) share the same IV value, which is equal to the average fuel economy of all 13 2002 Fiat petrol hatchbacks. 16 We do not present first-stage results for our IV estimates; however, the coefficient on our instrument is significantly different from zero at the 0.025 level or better in all models.
unmeasured, vehicle characteristics. The marginal price of fuel economy is, in general, robust to the inclusion of squared terms in the hedonic price function, as shown in Appendix Table A .5. 17 Because the fuel economy coefficient in each market varies with equation specification, we compute 95 percent confidence intervals for a 1 kpl increase in fuel economy for a variety of specifications. We compute confidence intervals holding all other vehicle characteristics at their sales-weighted means for each year. Table 9 
The Savings from Improved Fuel Economy
We compute the savings from a 1 kpl increase in fuel economy using the discrete counterpart to equation ( Drivers of diesel cars drive more than drivers of petrol cars and therefore save more from a given fuel economy improvement.
To calculate fuel savings, we must also make assumptions about vehicle life, interest rates, and future fuel prices. The one exception to this is the market for petrol sedans. The coefficients of fuel economy in our OLS models, based on 411 observations, are robust to the inclusion of squared terms. However, when the OLS models are estimated using the sample available for IV estimation (216 observations), the results are no longer robust. This is also true for the IV models when squared terms are included.
are also higher in India than in the United States. 
Comparison of the Marginal Price of Fuel Economy and Fuel Savings
To test the null hypothesis that consumers equate the marginal price of fuel economy to the present value of fuel savings, we subtract the fuel savings reported in Table 9 from the marginal price of fuel economy to construct 95 percent confidence intervals of the net costs of purchasing additional fuel economy. We do this for all models in Tables 4-7 . If zero lies within this interval, we cannot reject the null hypothesis. The tests of our null hypothesis, illustrated in Figures 5-8, suggest that Indian consumers do not undervalue fuel economy. In the markets for petrol hatchbacks and petrol sedans, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the marginal cost of fuel economy is equated to the present value of fuel savings for any model specification in any year. In the markets for diesel hatchbacks and diesel sedans, we can reject the null hypothesis for some models and years; however, in all cases in which the null hypothesis is rejected, the net cost of fuel economy is positive, implying that consumers are buying too much fuel economy.
Our results thus provide little support for the argument that fuel economy standards in India are justified because consumers undervalue fuel economy.
Lowering Fuel Costs by Purchasing a Diesel Vehicle
Another way in which consumers can reduce their fuel costs is to purchase a diesel car rather than a petrol one. Diesel cars are more fuel efficient, and diesel fuel is about 30 percent cheaper per liter than petrol. In this section, we compare the additional cost of buying a diesel vehicle with the savings in fuel costs using data on twins-models that are available in both On average, diesel twins cost more, but have better fuel economy. Table 10 shows regressions of the log of price and the log of fuel economy on a diesel dummy variable and model-year dummy variables for the hatchback and sedan markets. On average, diesel hatchbacks cost 9.4 percent more than their petrol twins; diesel sedans cost 7.7 percent more.
The difference in fuel economy is large: diesel hatchbacks are on average 27 percent, and diesel sedans 30 percent, more fuel efficient than their petrol twins. On average, a diesel car travels 3 kilometers farther on a liter of fuel than its petrol twin.
The Cost Savings from Buying a Diesel Twin
The cost advantage of a diesel twin is the difference between the purchase price of the petrol and diesel versions of the vehicle plus the present value of savings in fuel costs over the life of the vehicle
where the p and d subscripts refer to petrol and diesel, respectively.
The fuel savings of a diesel are substantial: the fuel cost per kilometer of a diesel car is about half that of its petrol twin. To illustrate, a petrol sedan that achieves average fuel economy Total fuel savings from buying the diesel twin increase with driving distance. For buyers who drive 2,000 kilometers per month, the present value of fuel savings is about 171,000 Rs.
over the life of a hatchback and 334,000 Rs. over the life of a sedan. For buyers who drive 1,000 kilometers per month, the savings are still substantial: about 85,500 Rs. for a hatchback and 167,000 for a sedan. To obtain net savings, the difference in purchase price of the diesel and petrol vehicles (42,500 Rs. for hatchbacks and 86,600 Rs. for sedans) must be subtracted from the fuel savings.
The average figures in the previous paragraph mask heterogeneity across models in the net fuel savings from buying a diesel. 19 This is based on 10 kpl for a petrol hatchback and 13 kpl for a diesel hatchback.
20 At 9 kpl, the petrol sedan would cost 30/9 = 3.33 Rs. per kilometer if petrol cost the same per liter as diesel. Increasing fuel economy from 9 to 12 kpl reduces the cost per kilometer from 3.33 to 2.5 Rs. So 1.67 Rs. of the 2.5-Rs. reduction in cost comes from the lower cost of diesel fuel.
majority of "twin" buyers realized significant savings. Does this mean that the buyers of petrol twins undervalued fuel savings? As Table 11 shows, diesel and petrol twins differ noticeably in weight and in performance: diesel twins are generally heavier and less powerful than their petrol counterparts. It could be that buyers of petrol twins value these characteristics enough to forgo the fuel savings from buying a diesel.
The Value Petrol Car Buyers Place on the Petrol Twin
It is straightforward to show that the fuel savings forgone by petrol car buyers (equation [6] ) is a lower bound to the money these buyers would have to receive to keep their utility constant if they were forced to buy the diesel twin. Let x* denote the income remaining after the petrol car buyer purchases a petrol car (Z p ) and drives K* miles. Let x′ denote the income remaining if he drives K* kilometers but buys the diesel twin (Z d ). If the buyer is rational, he
There is, however, some amount of money, x , that will make him as happy as with the petrol twin, defined by
To keep his utility constant, the amount the petrol buyer would have to be given (his compensating variation) if forced to buy a diesel car is x -x*. Because x >x′, x′-x* is a lower bound to this value. From equation (2), x′-x* equals the net value of fuel savings from buying a diesel; that is, equation (6) evaluated at K*.
This implies that the lower bound to the value placed on characteristics Z p (v.Z d ) is approximately 100,000 Rs. for buyers of petrol hatchbacks and 150,000 Rs. for buyers of petrol sedans. It is, of course, impossible to say whether this is rational. To judge how these car buyers valued fuel economy requires estimating a model of the demand for vehicle characteristics (see, e.g., Allcott and Wozny 2010).
Conclusion
The debate over mitigating the environmental impact of India's rapidly expanding vehicle fleet has centered on reducing fuel consumption. One commonly cited justification for fuel economy standards, as opposed to higher fuel taxes, is the belief that consumers undervalue fuel economy when making purchasing decisions. We have addressed this concern by comparing the cost to consumers of increased fuel economy to the associated fuel savings. Based on our IV estimates of hedonic price functions, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the mean consumer equates the marginal price of fuel economy to the present value of fuel savings in the markets for petrol hatchbacks and petrol sedans. In the markets for diesel hatchbacks and diesel sedans, however, we reject the null hypothesis for at least some specifications in all years. In the cases for which we can reject the null hypothesis, consumers appear to be overvaluing fuel economy and, therefore, buying too much of it rather than too little.
To further understand the trade-offs faced by consumers, we considered the choices faced by potential buyers of twins. Diesel versions of twins are, in general, more expensive than their petrol counterparts but have sufficiently lower operating costs as to more than offset the difference in purchase price. Net savings from purchasing a diesel twin are substantial. By There are limits to what can be said using the data on vehicle characteristics and sales prices used in this paper. The next step in our analysis is to estimate models of vehicle demand and miles driven using individual household data on vehicle purchases. These models can be used to compute the welfare effects of changes in fuel taxes (e.g., the impact of equalizing the cost of diesel and petrol) and of imposing fuel economy standards. If, for example, auto manufacturers in India were to meet fuel economy standards by reducing vehicle weight and horsepower, as was done in the United States (Klier and Linn 2008) , this could result in a welfare loss to Indian consumers. To justify such an intervention, these losses should be compared to the welfare gains from reduced pollution, congestion, and dependence on foreign oil. Such a comparison of costs and benefits cannot be accomplished without first quantifying both. Notes: This table presents OLS and IV hedonic price function city fuel economy coefficient estimates. Standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 Notes: FE,fuel economy; PDV, present discounted value. FE premium results are based on hedonic price function specification (1). Delta method standard errors are presented in parentheses. The present discounted value of fuel savings is calculated using a 15 percent discount rate. 
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Notes:
The above graph presents 95 percent confidence intervals of hedonic price function estimates of the implicit marginal price of a 1 kpl improvement in fuel economy minus the present discounted value of fuel savings that would accompany such an improvement. To demonstrate robustness across specifications, the results of four hedonic price functions are presented. The series names indicated in the legend correspond to the specification names used in Table 4 . The present discounted value of fuel savings is calculated using a 15 percent discount rate. Monthly driving distance is assumed to be 1,070 kilometers for petrol hatchbacks. For any given year, the estimate of the implicit marginal price of fuel economy is the only thing that changes across specifications; the present discounted value of fuel savings is identical across all specifications. 
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Notes:
The above graph presents 95 percent confidence intervals of hedonic price function estimates of the implicit marginal price of a 1 kpl improvement in fuel economy minus the present discounted value of fuel savings that would accompany such an improvement. To demonstrate robustness across specifications, the results of four hedonic price functions are presented. The series names indicated in the legend correspond to the specification names used in Table 5 . The present discounted value of fuel savings is calculated using a 15 percent discount rate. Monthly driving distance is assumed to be 1,870 kilometers for diesel hatchbacks. For any given year, the estimate of the implicit marginal price of fuel economy is the only thing that changes across specifications; the present discounted value of fuel savings is identical across all specifications. 
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Notes:
The above graph presents 95 percent confidence intervals of hedonic price function estimates of the implicit marginal price of a 1 kpl improvement in fuel economy minus the present discounted value of fuel savings that would accompany such an improvement. To demonstrate robustness across specifications, the results of four hedonic price functions are presented. The series names indicated in the legend correspond to the specification names used in Table 6 . The present discounted value of fuel savings is calculated using a 15 percent discount rate. Monthly driving distance is assumed to be 1,300 kilometers for petrol sedans. For any given year, the estimate of the implicit marginal price of fuel economy is the only thing that changes across specifications; the present discounted value of fuel savings is identical across all specifications. 
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Notes:
The above graph presents 95 percent confidence intervals of hedonic price function estimates of the implicit marginal price of a 1 kpl improvement in fuel economy minus the present discounted value of fuel savings that would accompany such an improvement. To demonstrate robustness across specifications, the results of four hedonic price functions are presented. The series names indicated in the legend correspond to the specification names used in Table 7 . The present discounted value of fuel savings is calculated using a 15 percent discount rate. Monthly driving distance is assumed to be 1,870 kilometers for diesel sedans. For any given year, the estimate of the implicit marginal price of fuel economy is the only thing that changes across specifications; the present discounted value of fuel savings is identical across all specifications. For owners of petrol hatchbacks, these potential savings are ultimately forgone. For owners of diesel hatchbacks, the potential savings are ultimately realized. Potential savings is calculated as the difference in purchase price between the petrol vehicle and its diesel twin plus the present discounted value of the difference in fuel cost over an 11-year period. In general, this value is positive because, for almost all models available in both fuel types, the diesel twin has a higher purchase price but operating costs low enough to more than offset the purchase price difference. The only difference between the petrol and diesel series is in the monthly driving distance used to calculate the present discounted value of fuel savings. The present discounted value of fuel savings is calculated using a 15 percent discount rate. Monthly driving distance is assumed to be 1,070 kilometers for petrol hatchback owners and 1,870 kilometers for diesel hatchback owners. For owners of petrol sedans, these potential savings are ultimately forgone. For owners of diesel sedans, the potential savings are ultimately realized. Potential savings is calculated as the difference in purchase price between the petrol vehicle and its diesel twin plus the present discounted value of the difference in fuel cost over a 12-year period. In general, this value is positive because, for almost all models available in both fuel types, the diesel twin has a higher purchase price but operating costs low enough to more than offset the purchase price difference. The only difference between the Petrol and Diesel series is in the monthly driving distance used to calculate the present discounted value of fuel savings. The present discounted value of fuel savings is calculated using a 15 percent discount rate. Monthly driving distance is assumed to be 1,300 kilometers for petrol sedan owners and 1,870 kilometers for diesel sedan owners. 
